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Abstract. Contract Analyzer, which is the frontend component of toolkit for execution of observation, analysis and
monitoring of electronic contract, is presented in this paper. The contracts, which are in scope, are described by
a contract document in form of clauses describing duties
of involved contract parties. Runtime analysis tools allow
administrators and users to inspect the state of a running
contract-based system, in particular contracts deployed in
the system, their life-cycle status and fulfilment state.
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centrate to the last point, which defines what has to be done,
may be done, or is prohibited to be done, and under which
conditions; i.e. behaviors of the contract parties resulting in
a desired outcome of their cooperation. The desired behaviors are defined by set of clauses, which defines what is expected and allowed to be and not to be done by specified contract parties and under specified conditions. The workflow
derived from contract clauses (alternative paths are allowed
there) constitutes an implementation of the desired behaviors. A deviation from contracted behavior usually means
a breach of contract clauses and possibly a breach of the
contract. For minor breaches the document may contain precautions to solve them without terminating the contract.
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2.1. Contract Life Cycle and its Observation

1. Introduction
If the contract document (the document describing duties of all involved contract parties and confirmed by all of
them) is created with respect to automatic observation and
analysis, such processes may be automated and run without
necessary interaction with human user. A key part of runtime
observation is a process through which the actual behavior of
individual contract parties is checked for conformance with
respective governing contracts. Such checking, however, requires that relevant information on the behavior of the parties, both with respect to application processes they execute,
and to managing their contractual relationships, is captured.
The concept of electronic contracts (in multi-agent system) has been introduced e.g. in [7]. The framework for
on-demand services contracts with high frequency of occurrences is presented in [8]. This work also builds on the
framework for the electronic contract management presented
in [4]. Details of the observation process (in web-service domain) was presented in [1].

There are three basic steps in the life-cycle of the contract. They are:
• Contract formation during that the contract parties initiate the contract formation negotiation and negotiate the
suggested contracts. This phase is ended by contract
agreement.
• Contract execution during the value-adding due those
the contract is concluded are performed. When all duties are fulfilled or exception prohibiting the contract
conclusion fulfilment appears, this phase is terminated.
• Contract dissolution finishes the contract. In case of unsuccessful finishing of the contract the “exception management” is handled in this phase.
Often these basic steps are extended by several steps
for specific processes especially during the first phase (plan
creation, team forming, schedule negotiation) and second
phase (concentration to modification of already concluded
contract).

2. Contract
In a general sense, the contract identifies contract parties, defines quality of service, set of is a set of restrictions
on the behavior of the contract parties etc. Contract structure
and semantics is described e.g. in [6]. In this work we con-

2.2. Contract Analysis
The first dimension (along which analysis in contractbased systems can be categorized) is the level of analy-
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3. Observation Pipeline

Fig.1.

Relations between domains and observations.

sis. We distinguish three levels: (i) contract level concerning contracts and their instantiations; (ii) domain level concerning states and actions taking place in the domain; and
(iii) fulfilment level concerning fulfilment state of clauses and
contracts; this information is derived from the previous two.
In addition, we can distinguish three time horizons
of the analysis: (i) history concerning the past events
and their location in time; (ii) current status concerning the contract based systems as it is; and (iii) trends
deducted from all accessible data. In parallel to time
horizons there another two perspectives on visualization:
(i) state-concentrated concerning world/things as they are,
and (ii) action-concentrated concerning world/things as they
change. Although dual (one can be in principle derived
from the other), the two perspectives may require quite
a different way of presenting the information to the user.
Implementation-wise, the level of information provided by
either of the perspectives may differ and both can use different information sources.
The behavior of contract parties is modeled as composed of individual actions, where each action corresponds
to an elementary unit of activity. These actions are referenced from contract, which can prescribe under which circumstances a particular action has to or must not be carried
out by a specified contract party. Information about actions
performed by respective contract parties is therefore essential for determining adherence of contract parties to respective contracts, and is therefore the key information observed
at the domain level.
Information about contract-regulated actions is captured at the domain-level in order to determine fulfilment; information about contract-affecting communication between
contract parties (in form of ACL1 messages) is captured at
the contract level in order to track which contracts are currently active (and against which the behavior of contract parties should be checked for fulfilment). For details of the processes and related type of information see Figure 1 [1].

1 Agent

Communication Language

The observation pipeline supports processes of collecting data, their fusion and processing of the resulting information (including the respective contract-compliance inference), and the final exploitation of such information by visualization tools. The pipeline consists of a set of separated
components specialized to specifics task of the observation
and analysis process. These constitute a distributed system implemented by multi-agent technology – each pipeline
component is represented by an agent [1]. The concept of
presented pipeline and the underlying middle-ware has been
proved within several use-cases (for overview of these usecases see [5]). Components of the pipeline are as follows:
• Sensor, an interface implemented by contract parties.
The Sensor is responsible for observation of messages
and activities, and reporting them to the Observer. The
Sensor may be integrated to the message transport layer
to enable automated monitoring, or invoked on the contract parties’ will.
• Observer, the central component of the pipeline. The
Observer collects data and provides them to the other
agents of the pipeline.
• Monitor, an optional agent evaluating data stored by the
Observer. For the known contract documents and received reports of the actions performed the Monitor is
able to deduct contracts and their components fulfillment. The output of the Monitor are provided back to
the Observer and stored there. The Monitor contains
an ATN (Augmented Transition Networks) based reasoner [4].
• Contract Analyzer, the agent dedicated to evaluation
and presentation contract related information from the
other pipeline components (e.g. Observer) as well as
other data sources.
There may be also other agents, which are not components of pipeline, participating on the pipeline task indirectly. At least one of them (which is crucial for a full and
correct operation of the pipeline) is:
• Contract Storer, the agent storing of the contract agreements and information about their life-cycle state. The
Contract Storer agent is residing on top of an database.

4. Runtime Analysis Process
In the observation pipeline, runtime analysis functionality is supported by the Contract Analyzer. Contract Analyzer interacts with other agents in the pipeline in order to
collect the information required for the analysis and presentation to the human user. Technically, all such interactions
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gwt-ext3 library are used for the implementation of the Analyzer Frontend.

4.2. Functionality and User Interface
Here we present the user’s perspective of the Contract
Analyzer. Its functionality is designed from the conceptcentric perspective and it centers at instantiated contracts as
the primary object of the analysis. By the Contract Analyzer
the information is presented to the user through a number of
different views described in following subsections.

Fig.2.

Internal architecture of Contract Analyzer.

are handled by the Contract Analyzer agent, a component
that acts as an agent proxy between the Contract Analyzer
and other agents in the pipeline. The other agents act roles
of Contract Repository and Observer [2].
Contract Analyzer accesses the Contract Repository for
the contract-level information about the contracts deployed
in the contracting environment, including their life-cycle status and other contract meta data (e.g. parent contracts). Observer (or possibly multiple Observers) is accessed to obtain
domain-level information (actions performed, domain predicate values) and fulfilment-level information (fulfilment
state of contracts and contract clauses, danger of clauses being breached etc.). Fulfilment-level information is provided
only if the Observer is collaborating with Monitor

4.1. Internal Architecture and Implementation
of Contract Analyzer
Following the depiction of how Contract Analyzer fits
within the rest of the contracting environment, we now describe the internal architecture the Contract Analyzer. The
Contract Analyzer subsystem is composed of two components (see Figure 2 for a graphical scheme):
• Analyzer Agent provides a proxy towards the rest of the
contracting environment and it is responsible for aggregating data from other agents and pre-processing for the
presentation to the user.
• Analyzer Frontend manages interactions with the user.
It consists of a server-side and client-side part. The
server-side part access the Analyzer Agent via the agent
platform interface.
CONTRACT framework Agent Shell (see [1, 2, 3]) is
used as the basis for the implementation of the Analyzer
Agent. J2EE servlets utilizing Google Web Toolkit2 and
2 http://code.google.com/webtoolkit/

System Overview
The system overview (see Figure 3) provides basic information about the contracting environment. Its contains
fast overview of all deployed contracts and all participating
parties. For each contract its name, ID, start date, end date,
life-cycle status, and aggregation of clauses fulfilments are
presented. For each contract party participating on any contract number of its roles in the contracts as well as the list
of roles are presented. When any of the contract or contract
party is selected, its view is open to present the related details.
Data about contract name, ID, dates, and life-cycle status as well as details of contract parties’ participation on
contract are acquired from the Contract Repository. Aggregations of clauses fulfilments are evaluated from clauses
statuses reports provided by Observer, which receives them
from the Monitor.

Contract Detail
The contract detail view (see Figure 3) provides detailed information related to a specific selected contract. The
contract to be visualized may be selected either directly from
the contract detail view, from the system overview, or from
view of any on it participating party.
As the system overview contains very basic information about the contract, the contract view provides with the
any information, which relates to the contract and is accessible to the Contract Analyzer. It contains contract name,
its ID, start date, end date, life-cycle status, aggregation of
clauses fulfilments, name and reference to contract template
and parent contracts (if used), list of participating contract
parties and their roles, and the table of clauses. The table of
clauses provides with overview of all clauses defined in the
contract. For each clause its ID, responsible party, modality,
and fulfilment status are presented.

3 http://www.gwt-ext.com/
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Fig. 3. Screenshot of a system overview and contract view

The contract detail view also provides (on request)
XML of the contract document or any of selected clause.
If any contract party is selected, its details are presented in
the party view.
Information about clauses fulfilments are evaluated
from clauses statuses reports provided by Observer; rest of
information is acquired from the Contract Repository.

As the system overview contains very basic information about the party, the party detail view provides with contract party name and identification details (description and
reference), contracts in which the party is involved and its
roles in contracts, and tale of clauses for their fulfilment the
contract party is responsible. For each clause the table of
clauses contains its ID and ID of the related contract, modality and fulfilment status. On request the XML of selected
clause may be presented.

Party Detail
The party detail view provides detailed information on
a selected Contract Party. As the Contract Analyzer is contract oriented, the party detail view contains information
about the parties that are extracted from the information
about contracts. I.e. only contract parties participating at
any contract may be visualized here. The party to be visualized may be selected from the system view, contract view, or
directly in the party view.

Domain
The domain detail view presents the domain-level information in form of the events records stored by the Observer. There are four types of events that Observer collects
and so is able to provide to Contract Analyzer. They are
reports of predicate value changes, actions performed, ACL
messages sent, and clauses fulfilment changes. Each of the
report contains a time-stamp that allows sorting of reports,
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and understanding their mutual relations as they appear in
time.
The predicate report contains, beside the time-stamp,
ID of the predicate and parameters for those it is valid. The
action report contains the action performing initiator and the
action performer, the action ID and its parameters (in form of
message). The ACL message report contains message sender
and receiver, message ID and performative. The clause report contains ID of the clause, ID of the contract and new
fulfilment status.

5. Conclusion
This paper presents Contract Analyzer, which is frontend component of the observation and analysis pipeline
for monitoring fulfillments of obligations concluded by
electronics contracts. The Contract Analyzer concentrates
mainly to visualization of information (static as well as online observed), which relates to the contract. History of performed activities as well current state of the contract is presented together with aggregations of observed data.
Contract Analyzer is implemented as an agent based
on a platform developed (as well as whole pipeline) within
project CONTRACT4 . Information to be presented to the human user is combined from various sources accessible via
agent interface.
Potential improvements are in (i) extension of analysis
and visualization of historical data as well as current status
of the contract obligations fulfillments, and (ii) concentration
to the future trends, prediction of future states, and modeling
of the contract parties behaviors.
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